DEAR SIR,

I am against "RULE PROPOSAL # 34-56/60" (J.B. Greens) (I thought this was R-1042 OR F-1 or Z.)

This is what I am against -- limiting proxy proposals from (small) shareholders to those with 5% or above share or shareholders equal to 5% or above shares, or their backing for a proposal.

I have heard that proxy proposals make a difference even if they do not get 5% of the vote. There is no way for small shareholders to know who has 5% (unless maybe CEO's on board of directors do) please leave this alone.

Do not change it. The TV eg. CNBC etc. say the shareholders should control CEOs huge salaries & benefits. What can we do since the board of directors are all CEOs. We need the SEC to control them and also place the total compensation in dollars at the end of the topline. Thank you.

Yours
Julie M. Schwind

(f.s. my computer crashed this is too important to miss)